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Abstract

Dielectric spectroscopy has been used to monitor the cold crystallization kinetics of poly(3-hydroxy butyrate), PHB, just above the
glass transition temperature of the amorphous chains. Although the polymer shows a relatively complex dielectric scenario, an easy and
fast analysis of the crystallization kinetics was performed by choosing an appropriate temperature range in which the structural relax-
ation is the only process present in the spectra of the amorphous samples. It was possible to monitor in real time the crystallization kinet-
ics by analysing the changes in the intensity of the a-relaxation process. A recently proposed methodology to overcome some systematic
deviation of the Avrami approach, was applied to treat the experimental data.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dielectric spectroscopy has widely been applied to mon-
itor the kinetics of both cold and melt crystallization polar
[1–14] and non-polar [15] polymer systems. In isothermal
cold crystallization experiments, i.e., annealing an amor-
phous sample above its glass transition temperature, Tg,
the changes occurring to the amorphous phase are ana-
lyzed in terms of reduction of the amorphous volume frac-
tion (by following the drop in the dielectric strength of the
structural relaxation process, Dea) and changes of the seg-
mental mobility (in terms of shift of mean relaxation time
of the a-relaxation, sa); in an isothermal melt crystalliza-
tion, i.e., holding a polymer melt at a temperature below
the melting point, Tm, the solidification of the liquid sam-
ple is monitored by studying the changes in the dielectric
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constant at higher (dipole relaxation) or lower frequencies
(charge carriers relaxation).

Even if not directly able to provide morphological
details during the formation of a new crystalline structure,
dielectric spectroscopy, DS, is a useful tool in the real time
monitoring of polymer crystallization. In fact, the tech-
nique is particularly sensitive to the changes in the mobility
of the different phases during the chain reorganization.
Moreover, compared to investigation methodologies based
on diffraction phenomena as SAXS and WAXS [12], DS
provided a more detailed analysis of the pre-ordering
within the liquid phase during melt crystallization.

In this work, an experimental study of the changes in the
relaxation scenario due to non-isothermal cold crystalliza-
tion and the monitoring of the isothermal cold crystalliza-
tion kinetics of PHB, poly(3-hydroxybutyrate), at an
annealing temperature, TC, very next to the Tg of the amor-
phous fraction, TC/Tg = 1.05, is presented. The polymer
investigated is the most common type of polydydroxyalk-
anoates (PHA), a class of natural and biodegradable linear
polyesters produced in small amorphous granules by
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Fig. 1. Isochronal representation at 10.8 Hz of the imaginary part of the
dielectric permittivity, e00der, as obtained from Eq. (1) for amorphous and
semicrystalline samples. The raw value of e00 is reported for comparison.
The lines are a guide for the eyes. The vertical lines indicates the melting
temperature as measured via dielectric spectroscopy. For all the figures,
the errors on the experimental data are smaller than the symbols.
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bacteria to store energy inside the cell [16]. For the similar
thermoplastic properties (the Tg’s and melting points of the
two systems fall in the same temperature range), PHB has
been often referred to as the biodegradable analog of
poly(propylene).

Moreover, PHB is an attractive model system for cold
crystallization studies monitored by DS [10]. In fact, in
the frequency range investigated at the chosen TC, the
amorphous polymer shows only a single strong peak
corresponding to the structural relaxation. Due to the high
flexibility of its chains, the position of the maximum of the
a-peak of PHB is not affected by crystallization, see Section
4.1. Considering the temperature dependence of the struc-
tural relaxation time [10], with the instrument used the cold
crystallization kinetics of PHB can be monitored isother-
mally from 280 K up to room temperature.

Finally, the experimental data have been analyzed with
a classical Avrami approach and in terms of a recently pro-
posed method [17], more sensitive to the changes in the
amorphous fraction in the time scale of the mean crystalli-
zation time of the process, scry.

2. Experimental

Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate), purchased by Sigma
(Mw = 170 K), was melt for 5 min at 15 K above the melt-
ing point ðT DSC

m ¼ 443 KÞ between two brass circular elec-
trodes. Amorphous samples were produced by quenching
(cooling rate qc > 50 K/s) the molten layer between two
cold plates held at 268 K, a temperature below the glass
transition temperature ðT DSC

g ¼ 275 KÞ. The final thick-
ness of the sample was given by the diameter of the glassy
fibers (B = 50 lm) used to separate the brass electrodes in
order to avoid shortcuts. Semicrystalline samples were
obtained by slowly cooling down to room temperature
(qc � 0.005 K/s) molten polymer layers prepared from the
amorphous samples crystallized during the heating scans.

Dielectric spectra were recorded (10 mHz to 10 MHz)
with a high resolution dielectric analyzer (ALPHA-A from
Novocontrol Technologies) immediately after amorphiza-
tion in order to avoid nucleation processes due to storage
of the sample above its glass transition temperature.

Spectra of the quenched samples exhibited a relatively
intense peak, a, attributed to the structural relaxation
(not present in the semicrystalline samples, see Fig. 1),
and a weaker peak, b, due to an intramolecular relaxation,
in the same temperature and the frequency range as
reported for amorphous samples of this polymer [2,4,8,14].

Spectra of the complex dielectric permittivity, e* (x) =
e 0(x) � ie00(x), were recorded under a continuous nitrogen
flow in isothermal conditions with a temperature stability
better than 0.1 �C. Isothermal crystallization kinetics were
monitored in real time by choosing the appropriate low fre-
quency limit (0.49 Hz) in order to insure the validity of the
condition tSS� scry, where tSS is the time necessary to
record a single spectrum, and scry is the crystallization time,
see Section 4.2.
In order to eliminate from the loss spectra excessive con-
tributions due to ohmic conduction, a simple relation
(derivative analysis) [18] has been used to transform the
dielectric constant e 0(x) in e00derðxÞ, a valid approximation
of a conduction-free dielectric loss, e00freeðxÞ:

e00derðxÞ ¼ �
p
2

de0ðxÞ
d ln x

� e00freeðxÞ ð1Þ

The first equivalence is valid as the real part and the
imaginary part of the complex permittivity are Kramers–
Kronig related functions, the second approximation is
always verified in case of processes showing a relatively
broad distribution of relaxation times, and thus for struc-
tural and secondary relaxations in polymers.
3. Changes in the dielectric scenario due to crystallization

Polymers not affected by crystallization phenomena over
a reasonable experimental time scale, show a typical sce-
nario of molecular motions characteristic of the amor-
phous state: a structural relaxation connected with the
dynamic glass transition of the polymer chains, a second-
ary process due to relaxation of side chains or local
motions within the chain backbone and, in case of a non-
zero parallel component of the dipolar moment along the
chain, a relaxation process due to the fluctuations of the
end-to-end vector, namely normal mode.

Semicrystalline polymers are characterized by a much
more complex relaxation scenario. The changes in the mor-
phology due to the reorganization of the polymer chains in
ordered structures introduce new relaxation processes and,
depending on the final crystalline content, lead to a reduc-
tion or total disappearing of the strength of the processes
just described for the amorphous state.



Fig. 2. Spectra of the imaginary part of the complex dielectric permittivity
during an isothermal crystallization at 288.15 K. The continuous lines are
guides for the eye. In the inset: time evolution of the dielectric constant at
10.8 Hz during crystallization. The errors on the experimental data are
smaller than the symbols.
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In particular for PHB, four different processes are pres-
ent in totally amorphous samples affected by crystallization
in the temperature range analyzed. In Fig. 1 an isochronal
representation of e00der obtained by the dielectric constant
recorded during a series of isothermal scans in a heating
ramp. In the glassy state, below the glass transition temper-
ature of the system, a secondary relaxation attributed to the
relaxation of the ester group within the backbone is present
[4]. The structural relaxation shows its maximum at 283 K
and corresponds to the relaxation of the mobile amorphous
fraction, the intensity of the peak rapidly vanishes above
290 K due to a cold crystallization process (see Section
4.1). Simultaneously at the reduction of the strength of
the a-relaxation, a process characteristic of the semicrystal-
line state appears: the observed peak connected to this pro-
cess is usually labeled as a 0 – and the process itself is due to
the relaxation of the amorphous chains constrained within
the growing lamellae. At higher temperatures a charge accu-
mulation at the interfaces between the solid (polymer crys-
tals) and liquid phases gives rise to a Maxwell–Wagner
relaxation, MW, and thus to an additional peak. It has to
be remarked that this peak cannot be detected by analyzing
the recorded values of e00, in the temperature range inter-
ested by this process, the ohmic conductivity contributions
is more than one order of magnitude higher than the signal
due to the MW relaxation itself. As already reported for
other different systems [19,20], the derivative technique per-
mitted the analysis of peaks hidden in loss signal as detected
by the instrument, see Fig. 1.

Semicrystalline samples show qualitatively almost the
same scenario just described for amorphous samples, see
Fig. 1. As expected the a-relaxation is not present in this
sample (see Section 4.1) indicating that the crystalline con-
tent is almost 60% in volume [4]. The a 0 process is present
in the same temperature range as observed for the amor-
phous sample and shows the same intensity. This implies
that the applied annealing procedure did not increase sen-
sitively the crystals’ perfection.

Similarly, the b-relaxation appears in the same tempera-
ture range as in the amorphous sample and its maximum
Tb is not affected by the crystalline content considered
and the intensity of the process is reduced of less than
10%. A possible explanation to these results
ðe00a=b � e00max

a =e00max
b in the semicrystalline sample is much

lower than what observed in amorphous samples) invokes
an enhancement of the b-relaxation during primary crystal-
lization due to a difference in conformational states
between the a and the a 0-processes. Such an hypothesis is
currently under investigation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Influence of cold crystallization on the structural

relaxation

As observed for other polymers, after a waiting time in
which changes in the spectra are not observed, the intensity
of the a-relaxation peak decreases due to a reduction of the
number of fluctuating dipoles per volume. The polymer
chains once organized in lamellae and spherulites are
immobile and thus do not contribute any longer to the
recorded signal. In fact, according to the dielectric theory
for dipolar liquids [21] the relaxation strength, De, is pro-
portional to the density of dipoles via a relationship like:

De / gl2 ð2Þ

where g is the number of dipoles per volume and l is the
net dipole moment involved in the relaxation. Thus, during
crystallization, an increase of the crystalline volume frac-
tion leads to a reduction of number of dipoles contributing
to the relaxation and through Eq. (2) to the final strength
of the process. As a consequence, a drop in dielectric con-
stant and in the intensity of the loss peak are recorded, see
Fig. 2. For a more detailed description of the changes in the
amorphous and crystalline fractions during crystallization
the reader could refer to Refs. [4,6,7,10].

During the crystallization for PHB, the frequency of
maximum of the a-process, fmax, correlated to the most
probable (as a maximum in distribution function) relaxa-
tion time of the process sa by the simple relation
2psa Æ fmax � 1 remains constant [10]. This trend was
already reported for another flexible polymer, poly(L-lac-
tide acid), PLLA [9,11] as well as for low molecular weight
glass formers [22]. The condition ofmax/ot = 0 implies that
no interfacial effect between the amorphous and the crys-
talline phases has to be taken into account.
4.2. Analysis of the cold crystallization kinetics

In the approximation described in Section 4.1 it is pos-
sible to correlate the reduction of the amorphous fraction
to the increase of crystallinity of the sample [2,23,24]:
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eNðtÞ ¼
eð0Þ � eðtÞ

eð0Þ � eð1Þ ¼ a � X CðtÞ ð3Þ

where eN is the normalized dielectric constant, plotted in
Fig. 3, e(0) and e(1) are, respectively, the value of the
dielectric constant at the beginning and at the end of the
process, XC is the crystallinity as determined by diffraction
techniques and a is a constant (a 6 1). As expected, for
PHB and its copolymers with poly(3-hydroxyvalerate),
PHV, a � 1, as extrapolated from Ref. [4]. While for PET
a is �0.5 and ofmax/ot� 0, from Refs. [3,7], implying that
during crystallization the chain mobility is strongly affected
by the presence of the growing crystalline blocks.

The time evolution of eN during crystallization can be
analyzed in terms of an opportunely modified Avrami
equation:

eNðtÞ ¼ 1� expð�Kðt � t0ÞnÞ ð4Þ
where K is a constant, given by the temperature and the
geometry of the sample, t0 is an induction time, n is the
Avrami exponent. The value of n is correlated to time
dependence of the nucleation rate and indicates according
to the model an heterogeneous or homogeneous character
of the nucleation and finally the dimensionality of the pro-
cess. Eq. (4) can be rewritten in a form similar to a Kohlr-
ausch–Williams–Watt equation [24]:

eNðtÞ ¼ 1� exp � t � t0

scry

� �n� �
ð5Þ

with scry = K�1/n, the characteristic time of the process. The
usual way to extract the Avrami parameters is to reproduce
Eq. (4) in an Avrami plot, i.e., ln [�ln (1 � eN)] vs. ln (t),
obtaining a straight line, c(eN) = ln [�ln (1 � eN), having n

as slope and �lnK as the intercept with the y-axis. Being
known the value of the induction time, the value of scry

can be can attributed to the projection on the x-axis of
for which c(eN) = 0 (see Fig. 3). In fact ln½� lnð1� eNÞ� ¼
0 for eN ¼ 1� e�1 and by putting this value into Eq. (5),
we obtain t � t0 = scry. The value of t0 cannot be deter-
mined directly with this approach.
Fig. 3. Avrami plot of the normalized dielectric constant.
Recently Avramov proposed to follow a different
method [17] of data analysis that allows to avoid problems
due to a non-correct evaluation of the induction time or
lack of thermal stability in collecting the first experimental
points. The method in fact, is more sensitive to the changes
in the system for value of eN in the timescale of scry, as the
value of the crystalline volume fraction, in our case eN, is
plotted versus the natural logarithm of the time. In order
to obtain the values of n, scry and finally t0, the first deriv-
ative of Eq. (5) is plotted in the same graph:

oeN

o lnðt � t0Þ
¼ n

t � t0

scry

� �n

exp �n
t � t0

scry

� �n� �
ð6Þ

The curve obtained by plotting Eq. (6) has a maximum
corresponding to the solution of

o2eN

oðlnðt � t0ÞÞ2
¼ 0 ð7Þ

Eq. (7) is solved for t = scry + t0 and by substituting this
value in Eq. (5) we get that the required condition is
reached at eN = 1 � e�1 = 0.63. Thus if by applying
this procedure to the experimental points a value of
eN(scry + t0) < 0.63 is obtained, the induction time is
different from 0. The exact value of t0 is the one satisfying
the relationship eN(scry + t0) = 0.63. The value of n can be
extracted by the slope of eNðtÞ in that point, by imposing
n ¼ 0:368e0N max, where e0N max is the maximum of the first
derivative of the reduced dielectric constant. Moreover,
the value of n could be calculated as ratio n = e/
(ln t2 � ln t1), where ln t1 and ln t2 are the intersection
between the tangent to eN (scry) in e0N max, respectively, with
eN = 0 and eN = 1.

Using eN instead of a double logarithmic function of eN

avoids the diverging of the data for very low and high con-
versions of the crystalline fraction. Approaching both of
those two limits, in fact, c(eN)] diverges.
Fig. 4. Avrami–Avramov plot: time evolution of the normalized dielectric
constant and its first derivative towards the natural logarithm of the time,
analyzed according to the procedure in [17]. The continuous lines are
the best fit for Eqs. (5) and (6) by using the relative parameters listed in
Table 1.



Table 1
Best fit parameters for Eq. (5) obtained using a classic Avrami approach
and via the method proposed in [17]

Avrami Avramov

n 2.9 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.3b

2.8±0.2c

ln K (K s) �28.0 ± 0.3 n.a.
scry 19.1 ± 0.2a 19.1 ± 0.5
t0 (s) n.a. 0 s

a The value indicates both the crystallization time calculated from the
values of n and K and the value extrapolated graphically from Fig. 3.

b Obtained by the maximum of the first derivative towards the natural
logarithm of the time of the normalized dielectric constant.

c Obtained by the tangent method illustrated in Fig. 4.
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In order to prove the last data treatment we performed a
classical Avrami analysis by plotting the experimental data
in an Avrami plot. see Fig. 3, to extract K, n and scry and
compare the results with the scry, t0 and n obtained in an
Avrami–Avramov plot, see Fig. 4. The values of n, K, scry

and t0 obtained according to the different procedures are
listed in Table 1. The values obtained with the two different
procedure are obviously in agreement, the method of Avra-
mov permitted anyway to assign a value to the induction
time and thus a more trustable value of the crystallization
time, found as the maximum of a curve. Finally, at low val-
ues of n, i.e., for rather broad peaks, the method to evalu-
ate the Avrami exponent according to Ref. [17] becomes
less accurate than the one proposed in the classical
approach.

5. Conclusions

The influence of crystallization on the molecular relax-
ations of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) was investigated via
dielectric spectroscopy. Four different relaxations were
detected in amorphous samples in the temperature range
between 120 K and 500 K: a secondary process (b) showing
a weak dependence on the crystalline content; a structural
relaxation (a) present only in amorphous samples (the peak
connected to this molecular process vanishes just above
room temperature or in any case when the crystalline con-
tent is higher than 60%); a process characteristic of the
semicrystalline state (a 0) due to the reorganization of the
chains constrained within the secondary lamellae, and
finally, at higher temperatures, a process (MW) due to a
charge accumulation at the interface between the crystal-
line and amorphous (liquid) fractions.

The cold crystallization experiment was monitored at a
temperature just above Tg in terms of drop in the dielectric
constant due to a reduction of the number of fluctuating
dipoles per unit of volume. The kinetics of crystallization
were studied in terms of a classic Avrami approach and
via a different analytical method, recently proposed to
overcome some systematic deviation from the experimental
data. The values of the kinetics parameters obtained by the
two different fit approaches are in agreement. Only via the
second method it was possible to quantitate the induction
time of the process.
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